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We have introduced the BSR Quality Planner because we regularly receive 

requests for information about our brands that extends beyond socio-

demographic data such as age and gender. For example, the magazine brands 

Libelle and Margriet have almost exactly the same socio-demographic profile, but 

there are clear differences in terms of value projection. We can now use the BSR 

model to deepen our understanding in this area. 

Quality Planning is based on the idea that the perception of brands and the 

perception of media can be correlated to a greater or lesser degree, and that the 

extent of that correlation contributes to the power of the message. The 

resemblance between the brand and the environment in which that brand is 

advertised increases the clarity of the positioning and the effectiveness of the 

message. Assessing media in terms of qualitative criteria would be a better 

indicator of the effectiveness of communication than the reach (the market 

wants ‘being seen’ rather than ‘visibility’; impact is even more important than 

reach). The choice of the right advertising message, advertising medium and 

distribution channel creates a synergistic effect that accentuates the meaning or 

end value of the brand or product.
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Focussing on specific target groups was declared dead around 20 years ago. For 

increasing numbers of brands/products, there are no longer any immediately 

identifiable target groups, yet they are still supposed to reach a mass of ‘moment-

based consumers’. Segmentation should not be based on consistently-behaving 

consumers but on moment-based needs (‘sentimentation’). End values are 

derived from needs; they are psycho-social goals in life that are pursued with 

personal strategies (definition: meaningful interconnection or (association) 

pattern that respondents assign to brands in their descriptions based on 

fundamental concepts). Examples include independence, harmony, security, 

control, etc. If we assume that media behaviour is not coincidental and random 

but is driven by needs and moods and also actively drives moods, then we know 

that the population of consumers that now uses medium A is ‘determined’ at this 

moment by end value X. 
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The BSR Quality Planner is based on a large-scale study conducted by market 

research agency SAMR: 250 brands – both product and media brands – were 

assessed by a total of 10,722 consumers. This was done using a questionnaire 

based on the Brand Strategy Research (BSR) model. In the product category of 

each brand, the researchers measured the brand’s position in the BSR model and 

how the association network of characteristics/values looks for that brand.

For 2 known product brands and 2 known media brands, respondents answered 

the same three questions about characteristics, values and image-related words: 

'Try to imagine describing this brand as you would describe a person’ (in a list, a 

respondent chooses the terms that best describe the brand in question). The first 

two are used to determine the BSR position of the brand (the characteristic and 

value questions), while the third is used to add more depth to the brand image. 

All brands are assessed by at least n=120 respondents. It is important that 

everybody who has an opinion about the brand may voice an opinion about the 

brand, even if these consumers only come in contact with the brand sporadically. 

This is because the image that fans have of a brand is different to that of people 

who only know the brand by name. If the focus was only on the image that fans 
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have, the image of the brand would not be faithful to the true image of the brand 

in the market. In terms of media brands, it involves an image of all the 

manifestations of that brand that people are familiar with (magazine, website, 

app, television, event, etc.).
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The BSR model uses psychographical values (=lifestyle, personal traits and attitudes) to 

divide brands into different segments. These segments are created on the basis of two 

axes: the sociological axis and the psychological axis. The sociological axis runs between 

'ego' and 'group'. This axis shows whether a brand focuses on a person’s own values (on 

the individual), or whether it actually focuses more on the values of the group and 

projects an inclusive image. The psychological axis runs between 'extravert' and 

'introvert'. This axis shows whether a brand is mainly focused outward (extravert, open) 

or focused more inward (introvert, closed). By crossing these axes, four segments are 

created. These segments are linked to four words and colours. Clockwise from top to 

bottom left, they are:

- The red segment (vitality/freedom)

- The yellow segment (harmony)

- The green segment (security)

- The blue segment (control)

In terms of the score/position, it is not about ‘good versus bad’, but about values (with 

no value judgement ;-)).
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The survey results clearly reflect the image/perception of our own brands as well 

as those of the competition and of a large number of advertisers. Furthermore, 

in the tool we can make matches between media brands and advertising brands, 

based on the position in the model or the campaign objective (qualitative media 

planning). We also gained insights for concept and content development on the 

basis of the values assigned to brands in the model (inspiration for creation). 

Quality Planning is based on the conviction that a brand can be strengthened by 

aligning the advertising space as much as possible to the brand 

values/perception of that brand (or indeed by making a deliberate mismatch if so 

desired for the campaign objectives).
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The planning tool; the various modules are displayed in the left-hand column, 

respectively 'Positioning', 'Profile', 'Compare', 'Value', 'Information' and 'New brand'.
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‘Profile’-module: a ranking of the most frequently-named values, in this case for Donald 

Duck. 

The NL column concerns the average percentage over all brands measured.

In addition to media brands, 18 product groups have now been included in the tool, 

varying from cars to dairy products.
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‘Compare’-module: a comparison between two brands, in this case the magazine brands 

Flow and Happinez.

Ranking by column is possible; it is possible to play with the results this way. 
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‘Positioning’-module: measured brands can be plotted in the BSR model, in this case the 

media brands for women plus advertiser brand Nivea. Margriet in particular is a good 

match for Nivea, but depending on the brand or campaign objective, other media brands 

can also be chosen.
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‘New brand’-module: since early 2018 we also have a ‘value entrance’ so that non-

measured brands can be plotted by choosing the desired values in 5 steps. This can also 

be used for brands that have been measured; you can compare the actual position in 

the model with the position based on the desired values.
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‘Value’-module: since autumn 2018, it has also been possible to rank brands in a 

category based on a specific value (now, for example, we can show which media 

brands score highest for ‘trusted’ or which car brands are linked most to ‘design’ 

– see figure above). 
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The model actually has three axes, but they cannot be displayed clearly in a 2D model. 

The space of BSR Quality Planner can be seen as a 3-dimensional meaningful 

space that is defined by the terms used to typify the brands. The third axis

concerns a behaviour-based dimension: from ‘quirky behaviour’ to ‘standard-

adjusted behaviour’ (respectful, tolerant, solidarity).

‘Virtual/augmented reality’ does make it possible to clearly display (and 

experience) 3D. The Academy for Digital Entertainment (ADE) of Breda University 

of Applied Sciences has created the BSR Quality Planner in Virtual Reality – as a 

hologram. It’s the world’s first segmentation model in AR.
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The Academy for Digital Entertainment (ADE) of Breda University of Applied 

Sciences has deployed hologram technology in order to use and demonstrate the 

planning tool in 3D. The Microsoft HoloLens can be used to experience the model 

in 3D while the user still sees the actual surroundings (unlike VR, with AR the 

space in which the user is active remains visible). The HoloLens is wireless, so the 

user can easily walk around the hologram. The device is operated using finger 

gestures, eye movements or voice commands. On a computer screen, other 

people who are present can watch along with the user. 

This is about data visualization. The hologram is difficult to display in an 

illustration; you need to experience the HoloLens for yourself. It’s cool! 
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